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Funding 

Denali Commission  $425,000 

AEA    $300,000 

CREBS Loan   $575,000 

 

Total    $1,300,000 

 

 
Premium Power Transflow 2000 

    

Project Summary: 

The goal of this project is to test an advanced battery system and its’ application to Alaskan 

energy needs.  Kotzebue Electric Association’s (KEA’s) interest is to evaluate a large flow battery 

in conjunction with wind power in order to improve overall system efficiency and reduce the 

amount diesel fuel used for electrical generation by time shifting energy from both the wind 

and diesel systems.  Additionally, KEA is interested in the ability of advanced battery systems to 

provide frequency regulation, provide a substitute spinning reserve, and provide black start and 

emergency power capability.   There are currently a number of batteries in the >1 megawatt 

capacity being developed by several suppliers. If these batteries become commercially available 

at the price points suggested by manufacturers their deployment could result in significant 

diesel fuel savings in similar communities with wind or other renewable energy sources.  



Background: 

In August, 2009, the Alaska Center for Energy and Power (ACEP), which is part of the University 

of Alaska and Kotzebue Electric Association (KEA) applied separately for funding to test 

advanced battery systems through the Denali Commission Emerging Technologies Grant Fund.  

These projects were organized differently based on the different project management needs, 

two classes of batteries, and the level of technology readiness.  The larger Premium Power 

battery is most appropriate for Kotzebue, given KEA’s excellent track record of integrating new 

wind turbines with their existing diesel system, with some support from ACEP on data collection 

and analysis.  The smaller batteries were proposed as laboratory tests at ACEP, which proved to 

be of considerable value during previous testing of the VRB battery, as clean performance data 

could be collected to assess the validity of the claims made by the supplier.  During the second 

round the Denali Commission requested that the two proposals be combined for a total of 

$855,000.  This was partially awarded.  Since October of 2009 KEA has worked with ACEP to re-

scope the work plan to address the reduced funding level of $500,000, while meeting the 

original objectives of the project- to demonstrate viable storage options to augment wind-

diesel systems in rural Alaska.  The re-scoping was further complicated by the existence of 

another proposal by KEA (see below), which affected the prioritization of effort on this project.  

KEA has applied for funding for the Premium Power zinc-bromide battery through the 

Cooperative Research Network (CRN) to the Department of Energy.  This proposal was not 

funded.  Therefore, the re-scope of the joint ACEP/KEA funding through the Denali Commission 

will focus the majority of funds to KEA’s demonstration project.  However, this amount is 

insufficient to outright purchase the Premium Power battery, as it would amount to one-third 

of the commercial installation price. 

The flow battery arrived in Kotzebue on Sunday September 25 and was moved into place the 

following week.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Installation (Sept 2011- present) 

The installation on the battery is currently ongoing.    A representative from Premium Power 

must be on site during each installation and commissioning phase in order to comply with the 

warranty agreement.  The following is a list of steps taken to install and commission the battery 

broken into one-week sections for each trip that Premium Power technicians traveled to 

Kotzebue. 

 

 TRIP #1 (Oct 1-7) 
The battery was inspected for shipping damage.  The cooling system was filled with ethylene 
glycol and chiller and circ pump were commissioned. The battery was also filled electrolyte 
solution. 
 
 TRIP #2 (Oct 22-29) 
Commissioning process continued:  commissioning of electrical system including power, 
controls and communications began.  Leaks in the PVC pipe/tubing to stacks were detected. 
Control communication (serial DNP 3.0) to SCADA PLC was not fully functional.  Remote access 
via VPN to battery controller was established. 
 
 TRIP #3 (Dec 10-17) 
Half of battery electrolyte hoses were replaced with Teflon material hoses. 
Initial tests showed no leakage compared to PVC hoses. 
 

Installation actions For Next Quarter: 

 

Next steps are: 
1) Premium Power will return in late January 2012 to complete swap out of PVC hoses for 
Teflon hoses. 
2) Complete commissioning of control communications between SCADA PLC and battery 
controller. 
3) Install supplemental heating system for winter protection. 
4) Complete commissioning of total battery and begin charge/discharge cycles. 
 
 

Project Status: 

 

KEA will continue with the installation process of the battery through January of 2012. 

 

To date the project is on budget as set out in the original grant agreement.  The total amount of 

funding provided by the Commission to KEA is insufficient to purchase the battery outright.  



KEA has moved forward with the purchase of the Premium Power battery by utilizing several 

funding sources including state and federal grants and a low interest CREBS loan.   

 

Currently KEA has no expected problems with this project.  KEA is looking forward to the 

opportunity to install, commission, test, and gain valuable operational knowledge of integrating 

this technology with a wind-diesel power plant.  
 


